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Abstract
In this paper, we study a scheduling problem on a single machine, provided that the jobs
have individual release dates and deadlines, and the processing times are controllable.
The objective is to …nd a feasible schedule that minimizes the total cost of reducing the
processing times. We reformulate the problem in terms of maximizing a linear function
over a submodular polyhedron intersected with a box. For the latter problem of sub-
modular optimization, we develop a recursive decomposition algorithm and apply it to
solving the single machine scheduling problem to achieve the best possible running time.
Keywords: Programming: Linear; Production-scheduling: Deterministic, Single machine;
Analysis of algorithms: Computational complexity
1 Introduction
We consider a scheduling problem on a single machine, provided that the processing times of
the jobs are controllable and each job has a release date and a deadline. The objective is to
determine the actual durations of jobs from given intervals and to …nd a feasible preemptive
schedule such that the total cost of compressing the processing times is minimized. This area
of scheduling has been active since the 1980s, see surveys by Nowicki and Zdrza÷ka (1990)
and by Shabtay and Steiner (2007). The corresponding models are applicable to production,
make-or-buy decision making, supply chain management, imprecise computation.
In this paper, we study the general version of the single machine model in which the
jobs are available at arbitrary, non-equal release times and should be completed by their
individual deadlines, which can also be di¤erent for di¤erent jobs. The main outcome of our
study implies that this problem with controllable processing times is no harder in terms of
its computational complexity than its counterpart with …xed processing times. In the latter
problem it is required to verify whether there exists a feasible schedule meeting the deadline
and release time constraints.
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Our approach is based on submodular optimization techniques. It continues the line
of research initiated by Shakhlevich and Strusevich (2005, 2008) and explores a close link
between scheduling with controllable processing times and linear programming problems with
submodular constraints. Our papers Shakhlevich et al. (2009) and Shioura et al. (2013) can be
viewed as convincing examples of a positive mutual in‡uence of scheduling and submodular
optimization. This paper, which builds up on Shakhlevich et al. (2008), makes another
contribution towards the development of solution procedures for problems of submodular
optimization and their applications to scheduling models. The e¢ciency of the proposed
approach is due to the following two factors: (i) the decomposition approach which breaks
down the problem into smaller subproblems, and (ii) a new special technique for …nding so-
called instrumental sets in each stage of the decomposition approach, which serves the basis
for de…ning the subproblems. As a result we arrive at an algorithm that solves the problem
with q jobs in R(q logq) time, which is best possible.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal description of the scheduling
model under consideration. For completeness, we include a review of the relevant results for
more general models, with identical and uniform machines, with …xed and with controllable
processing times. We stress that for the parallel machines, the problems with controllable
processing times are no harder in terms of their computational complexity than their counter-
parts with …xed processing times, while there is a time complexity gap between the running
times of the best known algorithms for the single-machine version of the problem. In order
to close this gap, we reformulate the problem with controllable processing times in terms of
submodular optimization and develop a novel decomposition algorithm for solving problems
of this type. Section 3 provides the necessary information on submodular optimization and
establishes its link with the single machine problem under consideration. Section 4 studies a
linear programming problem over a submodular polyhedron intersected with a box and de-
velops a recursive decomposition algorithm for its solution. The application of the developed
decomposition algorithm to the single machine problem to minimize total compression cost
is discussed in Section 5. The concluding remarks are contained in Section 6.
2 Review of Scheduling with Fixed and Controllable Process-
ing Times
In this section, we present a formal description of the scheduling problems under considera-
tion. We provide their meaningful interpretations and give a brief review of the results for
the problems of …nding a feasible preemptive schedule, provided that the processing times are
…xed, as well as for problems with controllable processing times to minimize total compression
cost.
Formally, in the main scheduling model under consideration the jobs of set Q =
f1> 2> = = = > qg have to be processed on a single machine P1. For completeness, in this section
we also review the models in which the jobs of set Q are processed on parallel machines
P1>P2> = = = >Pp, where p ¸ 2. For each job m 2 Q , its processing time s(m) is not given
in advance but has to be chosen by the decision-maker from a given interval
£
s(m)> s(m)
¤
.
Such a decision results in compression of the longest processing time s(m) down to s(m), and
the value {(m) = s(m) ¡ s(m) is called the compression amount of job m. Compression may
decrease the completion time of each job m but incurs additional cost z(m){(m), where z(m)
is a given non-negative unit compression cost. The total cost associated with a choice of the
actual processing times is represented by the linear function
P
m2Q z(m){(m).
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Notice that the described model is historically the …rst scheduling model with controllable
processing times that traces back to the 1980s; see Nowicki and Zdrza÷ka (1990) for a review
of earlier results on these models, other than that studied in this paper. A popular alternative
model that emerged after 2000, assumes that the actual processing time of a job is expressed
as a ratio of the “normal” processing time to a (possibly, non-linear convex) function that
depends on an amount of a non-renewable resource allocated to the job. The survey Shabtay
and Steiner (2007) reviews the body of research on both mentioned models with controllable
times. The latter model is also closely related to models of power-aware scheduling, in which
the speed of a processor is a¤ected by the amount of provided energy; see, e.g., Bansal et al.
(2009) and Bunde (2009).
In the problem studied in this paper, each job m 2 Q is given a release date u(m), before
which it is not available, and a deadline g(m), by which its processing must be completed. In
the processing of any job, preemption is allowed, so that the processing can be interrupted
at any time and resumed later. It is not allowed to process more than one job at a time.
In what follows, we only discuss scheduling problems with distinct release dates and
deadlines. A review on problems with a common deadline or equal release dates can be
found in Shioura et al. (2013).
Provided that the processing time of a job m 2 Q is equal to s(m), a feasible schedule
guarantees that no job is processed outside the time interval [u(m)> g(m)]. Given a schedule,
let F(m) denote the completion time of job m, i.e., the time at which the last portion of job
m is …nished.
If there are p parallel machines, we distinguish between the identical machines and the
uniform machines. In the former case, the machines have the same speed, so that for a job
m with an actual processing time s(m) the total length of the time intervals in which this job
is processed in a feasible schedule is equal to s(m). If the machines are uniform, then it is
assumed that machine Pl has speed vl, 1 · l · p, which de…nes the speed-up factor for
jobs (or parts of jobs) allocated to machine Pl.
For a given machine environment, the problem of our primal concern is to determine the
values of actual processing times and to …nd the corresponding feasible preemptive schedule so
that all jobs meet their deadlines and total weighted compression cost is minimized. Adapting
standard notation for scheduling problems by Lawler et al. (1993), we denote problems of
this type by ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j
P
z(m){(m)= Here, in the …rst
…eld  we write “1” in the case of a single machine, “S” in the case of p ¸ 2 identical
machines and “T” in the case of p ¸ 2 uniform machines. In the middle …eld, the item
“u(m)” implies that the jobs have individual release dates. We write “s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)”
to indicate that the processing times are controllable and {m is the compression amount to
be found. The abbreviation “spwq” is used to point out that preemption is allowed. The
condition “F(m) · g(m)” re‡ects the fact that in a feasible schedule the deadlines should be
respected. Finally, in the third …eld we write the objective function to be minimized, which
is the total compression cost.
Below, we use problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) as an
example to illustrate di¤erent interpretations and applications of scheduling with controllable
processing times.
A range of scheduling models relevant to our study belongs to the area of imprecise
computation; see Leung (2004) for a recent review. In computing systems that support
imprecise computation, some computations (image processing programs, implementations of
heuristic algorithms, etc.) can be run partially, producing less precise results. In our notation,
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a task with a processing requirement s(m) can be split into a mandatory part which takes
s (m) time, and an optional part that may take up to s(m) ¡ s(m) additional time units. To
produce a result of reasonable quality, the mandatory part must be completed in full, while
an optional part improves the accuracy of the output. If instead of an ideal computation time
s(m) a task is executed for s(m) = s(m)¡ {(m) time, then computation is imprecise and {(m)
corresponds to the error of computation. Typically, the problems of imprecise computation
are those of …nding a deadline feasible preemptive schedule either on a single machine or on
parallel machines. A popular objective function is
Pz(m){(m), which is interpreted here as
the total weighted error. It is surprising that until very recently, the common underlying
model for problems with controllable processing times and those of imprecise computation
has not been noticed. Even the most recent survey by Shabtay and Steiner (2007) makes no
mentioning of the imprecise computation research.
Scheduling problems with controllable processing times also serve as mathematical models
in make-or-buy decision-making; see, e.g., Shakhlevich et al. (2009). In manufacturing, it
is often the case that either the existing production capabilities are insu¢cient to ful…ll
all orders internally in time or the cost of work-in-process of an order exceeds a desirable
amount. Such an order can be partly subcontracted. Subcontracting incurs additional cost
but that can be either compensated by quoting realistic deadlines for all jobs or balanced by
a reduction in internal production expenses. The make-or-buy decisions should be taken to
determine which part of each order is manufactured internally and which is subcontracted.
For instance, problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j
P
z(m){(m) admits the
following interpretation. The internal production facility is the machine, and the orders
are the jobs that arrive at their release dates u(m). For each order m 2 Q , the value of
s(m) is interpreted as the processing requirement, provided that the order is manufactured
internally in full, while s(m) is a given mandatory limit on the internal production. Further,
s(m) = s(m)¡{(m) is the chosen actual time for internal manufacturing, where {(m) shows how
much of the order is subcontracted and z(m){(m) is the cost of this subcontracting. Thus, the
problem is to minimize the total subcontracting cost and to …nd a deadline-feasible schedule
for internally manufactured orders.
Each problem with controllable processing times can be seen as an extension of the
corresponding problem, in which the processing times of all jobs are …xed, i.e., equal to
given values s(m)> 1 · m · q. We generically denote problems with …xed processing times by
ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±> where  2 f1> S>Tg. These are essentially feasibility problems.
To solve such a problem means either to …nd a feasible schedule if it exists or to report that
a schedule does not exist.
Now we review the results on these feasibility problems. For a problem
ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±, divide the interval [minm2Q u(m)>maxm2Q g(m)] into subintervals
by using the release dates u(m) and the deadlines g(m) for m 2 Q . Let W = (0> 1> = = = > ),
where 1 ·  · 2q ¡ 1, be the increasing sequence of distinct numbers in the list
(u(m)> g(m) j m 2 Q). Introduce the intervals Ln = [n¡1> n]> 1 · n · , and de…ne the
set of all intervals L = fLnj1 · n · g. Denote the length of interval Ln by ¢n = n ¡ n¡1.
For a set of job [ µ Q , let *([) be a set-function that represents the total production
capacity available for the feasible processing of the jobs of set [. Then, a feasible schedule
exists if and only if the inequality X
m2[
sm · *([) (1)
holds for all sets [ µ Q .
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For a particular problem, the function *([) can be suitably de…ned. Interval Ln is
available for processing job m if u(m) · n and g(m) ¸ n+1. For a job m, denote the set of the
available intervals by ¡(m), where
¡(m) = fLn 2 L j Ln µ [u(m)> g(m)]g = (2)
For a set of jobs [ µ Q , introduce set-functions
*1([) =
X
Ln2[m2[¡(m)
¢n; (3)
*S ([) = p
X
Ln2[m2[¡(m)
¢n= (4)
Then for problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j± (or problem S ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±) a
feasible schedule exists if and only if inequality (1) holds for all sets[ µ Q for *([) = *1 ([)
(respectively, *([) = *S ([)). Such a statement (in di¤erent terms) was …rst formulated by
Gordon and Tanaev (1973) and Horn (1974). For the uniform machines, the corresponding
representation of the total processing capacity in the form of a set-function *T ([) is de…ned
by Shakhlevich and Strusevich (2008).
The single machine feasibility problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j± in principle cannot be
solved faster than …nding the sequence W = (0> 1> = = = > ) of the release dates and deadlines.
The best possible running time R (q logq) for solving problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±
is achieved by an algorithm designed by Horn (1974). This algorithm employs the EDF
(Earliest Deadline First) scheduling policy, i.e., at any time it schedules the job (or part of
the job) that has the smallest deadline among all available jobs. In fact, …nding sequence W
is the most time-consuming part of the algorithm; if sequence W is available, the remaining
steps of the algorithm can be implemented in R (q) time.
For parallel machine problems, it is e¢cient to reformulate the problem of checking
the inequalities (1) in terms of …nding the maximum ‡ow in a special bipartite network;
see, e.g., Federgruen and Groenevelt (1986). Using an algorithm by Ahuja et al. (1994),
such a network problem can be solved in R
¡
q3
¢
time and in R
¡
pq3
¢
time, for problem
S ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j± and problem Tju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±, respectively.
We now pass to discussing known algorithms for solving problems ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡
{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m), where  2 f1> S>Tg.
First, notice that for parallel machines the corresponding problems can be reduced
to either min-cost ‡ow problems or to parametric max-‡ow problems in bipartite net-
works. The most e¢cient algorithms are due to McCormick (1999), who develops an
extension of the parametric ‡ow algorithm by Gallo et al. (1989), initially developed
for arc capacities dependent on a single common parameter, to the case of several pa-
rameters. The approach of McCormick gives the running times of R
¡
q3
¢
for problem
S ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) and of R ¡pq3¢ for problem
Tju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m). Notice that the algorithms by
Gallo et al. (1989) and McCormick (1999) are developed for the ‡ow problems with zero
lower bounds on the arc capacities; in scheduling terms that means zero lower bounds on
processing times, s(m) = 0, m 2 Q . Still, the algorithms can be extended to deal with non-zero
lower bounds s(m), m 2 Q , by standard network ‡ow techniques.
The single machine problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m),
for many years has been an object of intensive study, mainly within the body of research on
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imprecise computation. Problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m)
with controllable processing times is no easier than problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±, a
feasibility problem with …xed processing times. Thus, R (q logq), the best possible time
for solving the latter problem is an obvious lower bound on the running time required to
solve the former problem. The history of studies on 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) ·
g(m)jPz(m){(m) is a race for developing an R (q logq)-time algorithm.
Notice that McCormick’s approach, although applicable in principle, does not lead to an
algorithm faster than R
¡
q3
¢
(or R(q2 log2 q) if a network suggested by Chung et al. (1989)
and Shih et al. (1989) is used). Therefore, scheduling reasoning is used in all known faster
algorithms.
Hochbam and Shamir (1990) present two algorithms for the problem with zero lower
bounds on the processing times. One of their algorithms solves problem 1ju(m)> s(m) =
s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) in R(q2) time and the other solves its coun-
terpart 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jP{(m) with the unweighted objective
function in R (q logq) time (or in R(q) time if the sorted sequence of release dates and
deadlines is known). Hochbaum and Shamir interpret the objective function as the total
(weighted) number of late (rejected) units of the jobs. Their algorithm for the unweighted
problem is of special importance for this study, since we use its extended form as a subroutine
in Section 5.
Shih et al. (1991) study the general case of 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) ·
g(m)j
P
z(m){(m) and 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j
P
{(m) with non-zero
lower bounds on the processing times; the proposed algorithms have the same time complexity
as those by Hochbam and Shamir (1990). Notice that it is fairly easy to incorporate non-
zero lower bounds if a network ‡ow technique is used, while in an algorithm that relies on
scheduling reasoning a move from zero lower bounds to non-zero ones requires additional
e¤orts.
Leung et al. (1994) give an algorithm for problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡{(m)> spwq>F(m) ·
g(m)jPz(m){(m) that requires R(q logq+q) time, where  is the number of distinct weights
z(m).
Shih et al. (2000) develop an R
¡
q log2 q
¢
-time algorithm, provided that the numbers
s(m)> s(m)> u(m)> g(m) are integers. The integrality assumption is essential for the algorithm,
since one of its steps determines what the authors call a “jam set”, and for a purpose of
its …nding they modify some input values making them non-integer and verify that any
combination of the processing times of jobs scheduled in a particular interval is not integer;
see Theorem 2 in Shih et al. (2000).
Thus, unlike for the models on parallel machines, for a single machine model there is a
computational complexity gap: the feasibility problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j± is solvable
in R(q logq) time, but for problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m)
with controllable processing times no R (q logq)-time algorithm is known.
The main purpose of the remainder of this paper is to design an algorithm that solves
problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m) ¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) in R (q logq) time. The
algorithm handles all instances, with integer and real data. This time is the best possible
since it matches the running time of the EDF algorithm.
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3 Review of Submodular Optimization Concepts
In order to make the paper self-contained, in this section we brie‡y describe the neces-
sary concepts related to submodular optimization and establish its links to the scheduling
problems of interest. Unless stated otherwise, we follow the comprehensive monographs by
Fujishige (2005) and Schrijver (2003).
Let Q = f1> 2> = = = > qg be a ground set, where q is a positive integer, and 2Q denote the
family of all subsets of Q . For a subset [ µ Q , let R[ denote the set of all vectors p with
real components s(m), where m 2 [. For two vectors p = (s(1)> s(2)> = = = > s(q)) 2 RQ and
q = (t(1)> t(2)> = = = > t(q)) 2 RQ , we write p · q if s(m) · t(m) for each m 2 Q , and write
p ? q if p · q and s(m) ? t(m) for some m 2 Q . Given a set X µ RQ , a vector p 2 X is
called maximal in X if there exists no vector q 2 X such that p ? q. For a vector p 2 RQ ,
de…ne s([) =Pm2[ s(m) for every set [ 2 2Q .
A set-function * : 2Q ! R is called submodular if the inequality
*([ [ \ ) + *([ \ \ ) · *([) + *(\ ) (5)
holds for all sets [>\ 2 2Q . For a submodular function * de…ned on 2Q such that *(;) = 0,
the pair (2Q > *) is called a submodular system on Q , while * is referred to as the rank
function of that system.
For a submodular system (2Q > *), de…ne two polyhedra
S (*) = fp 2 RQ j s([) · *([)> [ 2 2Qg> (6)
E(*) = fp 2 RQ j p 2 S (*)> s(Q) = *(Q)g> (7)
called a submodular polyhedron and a base polyhedron, respectively, associated with the sub-
modular system. Notice that E(*) represents the set of all maximal vectors in S (*).
The main problem that we consider is as follows:
(LP) : Maximize
P
m2Q
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *([)> [ 2 2Q ;
s(m) · s(m) · s(m)> m 2 Q>
(8)
where * : 2Q ! R is a submodular function with *(;) = 0, w 2 RQ+ is a nonnegative weight
vector, and p>p 2 RQ are upper and lower bound vectors such that 0 · p · p.
Problem (LP) can be classi…ed as a problem of maximizing a linear function over a
submodular polyhedron intersected with a box.
Any problem ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) can be formulated
as Problem (LP), provided that function * ([) is the total processing capacity available
for processing jobs of set [; see Section 2. It is obvious that a scheduling problem with
controllable processing times to minimize the total compression cost
Pz(m){(m) is equivalent
to that of maximizing the weighted sum
P
z(m)s(m) of actual processing times.
In particular, problem ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j
P
z(m){(m) reduces
to Problem (LP) with * ([) = *1 ([). Notice that the set-function *1 ([) of the form (3)
is submodular, which can be proved directly, as is done, e.g., in Shakhlevich and Strusevich
(2008).
In our previous work Shakhlevich et al. (2009), we have shown that Problem (LP) can
be reduced to an LP problem de…ned over a base polyhedron. This fact has been of great
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importance for solving scheduling problems via submodular methods, see Shakhlevich et al.
(2009) and Shioura et al. (2013). It is an essential component of our reasoning in this paper
as well.
For the submodular polyhedron S (*) associated with a submodular system (2Q > *) and
vectors l>u 2 RQ , we de…ne polyhedrons
S (*)x = fx 2 Rq j x 2 S (*)>x · ug ;
S (*)o = fx 2 Rq j x 2 S (*)>x ¸ lg ;
S (*)xo = fx 2 Rq j x 2 S (*)> l · x · ug =
It is known (see, e.g., Fujishige (2005), Theorem 3.3) that the set of maximal vectors
of S (*)x forms a base polyhedron E(*x) associated with
¡
2Q > *x
¢
, where *x is a rank
function such that *x(?) = 0 and *x([) = min
\ 22Q > \µ[
f*(\ ) + x([ n \ )g for a non-
empty set [ 2 2Q . Similarly, the set of maximal vectors of S (*)o is a base polyhedron
E(*o) associated with
¡
2Q > *o
¢
, where *o is a rank function such that *o(?) = 0 and
*o([) = min]22Q > [µ] f*(])¡ o(] n[)g for a non-empty set [ 2 2
Q ; see, e.g., Fujishige
(2005), Corollary 3.5.
For the polyhedron S (*)xo , which is the intersection of a submodular polyhedron with a
box, the following statement holds.
Theorem 1 (cf. Shakhlevich et al. (2009))
(i) Polyhedron S (*)xo is non-empty if and only if l 2 S (*) and l · u.
(ii) If S (*)xo is non-empty, then the set of maximal vectors in S (*)xo is a base polyhedron
E(~*) associated with the submodular system (2Q > ~*), where the submodular rank function
~* : 2Q ! R is given by
~*([) = min
\ 22Q
f*(\ ) + x([ n \ )¡ o(\ n[)g> [ 2 2Q = (9)
Proof: Expressing the rank function ~* in terms of function *x, we obtain that for any
non-empty set [ 2 2Q the equality
~*([) = min
]22Q > [µ]
f*x(])¡ o(] n[)g
holds. In turn, writing out *x(]), we deduce that
~*([) = min
]22Q > [µ]
½
min
\ 22Q > \µ]
f*(\ ) + x(] n \ )g ¡ o(] n[)
¾
=
Observe that for [ µ ] and \ µ ],
o(] n[) = o(\ n[) + o(] n ([ [ \ ));
x(] n \ ) = x([ n \ ) + x(] n ([ [ \ ))>
which allows us to rewrite
~*([) = min
\>]22Q > [[\µ]
f(*(\ ) + x([ n \ )¡ o(\ n[)) + (x(] n ([ [ \ ))¡ o(] n ([ [ \ ))g =
Since x(] n([[\ ))¡ o(] n([[\ )) ¸ 0 and [[\ µ ], the above minimum is achieved
by ] = [ [ \ , so that ] can be removed, which yields (9).
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Throughout this paper, we assume that Problem (LP) has a feasible solution, which, due
to claim (i) of Theorem 1, is equivalent to the conditions p 2 S (*) and p · p. Besides,
Theorem 1 implies that Problem (LP) reduces to the following problem:
Maximize
X
m2Q
z(m)s(m) (10)
subject to p 2 E(~*)>
where the rank function ~* : 2Q ! R is given by (9) with l =p and u =p.
The bene…t gained by such a reduction is that we can use a well-known result of sub-
modular optimization, which states that a solution to the problem of maximizing a linear
function over a base polyhedron can be obtained essentially in closed form, as presented in
the theorem below.
Theorem 2 (cf. Fujishige (2005) ) Let m1> m2> = = = > mq be an ordering of elements in Q that
satis…es
z(m1) ¸ z(m2) ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ z(mq)= (11)
Then, vector p¤ 2 RQ given by
s¤(mk) = ~*(fm1> = = = > mk¡1> mkg)¡ ~*(fm1> = = = > mk¡1g)> k = 1> 2> = = = > q (12)
is an optimal solution to the problem (10) (and also to the problem (8)).
We use the obtained representation (10) of Problem (LP) in our decomposition algorithm
presented in the next section.
4 Decomposition of LP problems with Submodular Con-
straints
In this section, we describe a decomposition algorithm for solving Problem (LP), i.e., an LP
problem de…ned over a submodular polyhedron intersected with a box. In Section 4.1, we
demonstrate that Problem (LP) can be recursively decomposed into subproblems of smaller
dimensions, with some components of a solution vector …xed to one of their bounds. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we provide an outline of an e¢cient recursive decomposition procedure. Important
implementation details of that procedure are presented in Section 4.3.
4.1 Fundamental Idea for Decomposition
In this subsection, we establish an important property, which lays the foundation of our
decomposition algorithm for Problem (LP) of the form (8).
The lemma below demonstrates that some components of an optimal solution can be
…xed either at their upper or lower bounds, while for some other components their sum is
…xed. Given a subset Q^ of Q , we say that Q^ is a heavy-element subset of Q with respect to
the weight vector w if it satis…es the condition
min
m2Q^
z(m) ¸ max
m2QnQ^
z(m)=
For completeness, we also regard the empty set as a heavy-element subset of Q .
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Given Problem (LP) and a set [ µ Q , in accordance with (9) de…ne a set \¤ µ Q such
that the equality
~*([) = *(\¤) + s([ n \¤)¡ s(\¤ n[)> (13)
holds. We call \¤ an instrumental set for set [.
Lemma 1 Let Q^ µ Q be a heavy-element subset of Q with respect to w, and \¤ µ Q be an
instrumental set for set Q^ . Then, there exists an optimal solution p¤ of Problem (LP) such
that
(a) s¤(\¤) = *(\¤)> (b) s¤(m) = s(m)> m 2 Q^ n \¤> (c) s¤(m) = s(m)> m 2 \¤ n Q^=
Proof: Since Q^ is a heavy-element subset, there exists an ordering m1> m2> = = = > mq of elements
in Q that satis…es (11) and Q^ = fm1> m2> = = = > mng, where n = jQ^ j. Theorems 1 and 2 guarantee
that the solution p¤ given by (12) is optimal. In particular, this implies
s¤(Q^) = ~*(m1) +
nX
l=2
(~*(fm1> m2> = = = > mlg)¡ ~*(fm1> m2> = = = > ml¡1g)) = ~*(fm1> m2> = = = > mng) = ~*(Q^)=
Since p¤ is a feasible solution of Problem (LP), the following conditions
s¤(\¤) · *(\¤)> s¤(m) · s(m)> m 2 Q^ n \¤> ¡s¤(m) · ¡s(m)> m 2 \¤ n Q^ (14)
hold simultaneously. On the other hand, due to the choice of set \¤ we have
s¤(Q^) = ~*(Q^) = *(\¤) + s(Q^ n \¤)¡ s(\¤ n Q^)>
which implies that each inequality of (14) must hold as equality, and that is equivalent to
the properties (a), (b), and (c) in the lemma.
In what follows, we use two fundamental operations on a submodular system
¡
2Q > *
¢
, as
de…ned in (Fujishige, 2005, Section 3.1). For a set D 2 2Q , de…ne a set-function *D : 2D ! R
by
*D([) = *([)> [ 2 2D=
Then, (2D> *D) is a submodular system on D and called a restriction of (2Q > *) to D. On
the other hand, for a set D 2 2Q de…ne a set-function *D : 2QnD ! R by
*D([) = *([ [D)¡ *(D)> [ 2 2QnD=
Then, (2QnD> *D) is a submodular system on Q n D and called a contraction of (2Q > *) by
D.
For an arbitrary set D 2 2Q , Problem (LP) can be decomposed into two subproblems of
a similar structure by performing restriction of
¡
2Q > *
¢
to D and contraction of
¡
2Q > *
¢
by
D, respectively. These problems can be written as follows: for restriction as
(LP1) : Maximize
P
m2D
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *D([) = *([)> [ 2 2D>
s(m) · s(m) · s(m)> m 2 D>
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and for contraction as
(LP2) : Maximize
P
m2QnD
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *D([) = *([ [D)¡ *(D)>[ 2 2QnD>
s(m) · s(m) · s(m)> m 2 Q nD=
We show that an optimal solution of the original Problem (LP) can be easily restored
from the optimal solutions of these two subproblems. For every subset D µ Q and vectors
p1 2 R
D and p2 2 RQnD, the direct sum p1 © p2 2 RQ of p1 and p2 is de…ned by
(s1 © s2)(m) =
½
s1(m)> if m 2 D>
s2(m)> if m 2 Q nD=
Lemma 2 Let D 2 2Q , and suppose that t(D) = *(D) holds for some optimal solution
q 2 RQ of Problem (LP). Then,
(i) Each of problems (LP1) and (LP2) has a feasible solution.
(ii) If a vector p1 2 R
D is an optimal solution of Problem (LP1) and a vector p2 2 RQnD
is an optimal solution of Problem (LP2), then the direct sum p¤ = p1 © p2 2 R
Q of p1 and
p2 is an optimal solution of Problem (LP).
The proof of this lemma is similar to that for Lemma 3.1 in Fujishige (2005), and is
therefore omitted.
From Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain the following property, which is used recursively in our
decomposition algorithm.
Theorem 3 Let Q^ µ Q be a heavy-element subset of Q with respect to w, and \¤ be an
instrumental set for set Q^ . Let p1 2 R\
¤
and p2 2 RQn\
¤
be optimal solutions of the linear
programs (LPR) and (LPC), respectively, where (LPR) and (LPC) are given as
(LPR) : Maximize
X
m2\¤
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *([)> [ 2 2\¤ >
s(m) · s(m) · s(m)> m 2 \¤>
s(m) = s(m)> m 2 \¤ n Q^=
(LPC) : Maximize
X
m2Qn\¤
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *([ [ \¤)¡ *(\¤)> [ 2 2Qn\¤ >
s(m) · s(m) · s(m)> m 2 Q n \¤>
s(m) = s(m)> m 2 Q^ n \¤=
Then, the vector p¤ 2 RQ given by the direct sum p¤ = p1 © p2 is an optimal solution of
(LP).
Notice that Problem (LPR) is obtained from Problem (LP) as a result of restriction to \¤
and the values of components s(m)> m 2 \¤ n Q^ , are …xed to their lower bounds in accordance
with Property (c) of Lemma 1. Similarly, Problem (LPC) is obtained from Problem (LP) as
a result of contraction by \¤ and the values of components s(m)> m 2 Q^ n\¤, are …xed to their
upper bounds in accordance with Property (b) of Lemma 1.
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4.2 Recursive Decomposition Procedure
In this subsection, we describe how the original Problem (LP) can be decomposed recursively
based on Theorem 3, until we obtain a collection of trivially solvable problems with no non-
…xed variables. In each stage of this process, the current LP problem is decomposed into
two subproblems, each with a reduced set of variables, while some of the original variables
receive …xed values and stay …xed until the end.
Remark 1. The de…nition of a heavy-element set can be revised to take into account the
fact that some variables may become …xed during the solution process. The …xed variables
make a …xed contribution into the objective function, so that the values of their weights
become irrelevant for further consideration and can therefore be made, e.g., zero. This
means that a heavy-element set can be selected not among all variables s(m), m 2 Q , but only
among the non-…xed variables. Formally, if the ground set Q is known to be partitioned as
Q = O [ I , where the variables s(m) 2 O are non-…xed and the variable s(m) 2 I are …xed,
then bO µ O is a heavy-element subset with respect to the weight vector w if it satis…es the
condition
min
m2eO
z(m) ¸ max
m2OneO
z(m)=
Notice that for this re…ned de…nition of a heavy-element subset, Lemma 1 and Theorem 3
can be appropriately adjusted.
In each stage of the recursive procedure, we need to solve a subproblem that can be
written in the following generic form:
LP(K>I>N> l>u) Maximize
X
m2K
z(m)s(m)
subject to s(\ ) · *KN(\ ) = *(\ [N)¡ *(N)> \ 2 2K >
o(m) · s(m) · x(m)> m 2 K n I>
s(m) = x(m) = o(m)> m 2 I>
(15)
where
² K µ Q is the index set of components of vector p;
² I µ K is the index set of …xed components, i.e., o(m) = x(m) holds for each m 2 I ;
² N µ Q nK is the set that de…nes the rank function *KN : 2K ! R such that
*KN(\ ) = *(\ [N)¡ *(N)> \ 2 2K ;
² l = (o(m) j m 2 K) and u = (x(m) j m 2 K) are, respectively, the current vectors of the
lower and upper bounds on variables s(m)> m 2 K. For m 2 Q , each of o(m) and x(m)
either takes the value of s(m) or that of s(m) from the original Problem (LP).
Throughout this paper, we assume that each Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) is feasible. This
is guaranteed by Lemma 2 if the initial Problem (LP) is feasible. For m 2 Q , each of o(m) and
x(m) either takes the value of s(m) or that of s(m) from the original Problem (LP).
The original Problem (LP) is represented as Problem LP(Q> ;> ;>p>p). For m 2 K, we
say that the variable s(m) is a non-…xed variable if o(m) ? x(m) holds, and a …xed variable if
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o(m) = x(m) holds. If all the variables in LP(K>I>N> l>u) are …xed, i.e., o(m) = x(m) holds for
all m 2 K, then an optimal solution is uniquely determined by the vector u 2 RK .
Consider a general case that Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) of the form (15) contains at least
one non-…xed variable, i.e., jK n I j A 0. In accordance with (9) applied to function *KN , we
de…ne a function e*KN : 2K ! R by
e*KN([) = min\ 22Kf*KN(\ ) + x([ n \ )¡ o(\ n[)g= (16)
By Claim (ii) of Theorem 1, the set of maximal feasible solutions of Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u)
is given by a base polyhedron E(e*KN) associated with the function e*KN . Therefore, if jKnI j =
1 and K n I = fm0g, then an optimal solution p¤ 2 RK is given by
s¤(m) =
½
~*KN(fm0g)> m = m0>
x(m)> m 2 I> (17)
Suppose that jK n I j ¸ 2. Then, we call a procedure Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u)
explained below. Let K^ µ K n I be a heavy-element subset of K n I with respect to the
vector (z(m) j m 2 K n I ), and \¤ µ K be an instrumental set for set K^, i.e.,
e*KN(K^) = *KN(\¤) + x(K^ n \¤)¡ o(\¤ n K^)= (18)
Theorem 3, when applied to Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u), implies that the problem is de-
composed into the two subproblems
Maximize
X
m2\¤
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *\¤N ([) = *([ [N)¡ *(N)> [ 2 2\¤ >
o(m) · s(m) · o(m)> m 2 \¤ n K^>
o(m) · s(m) · x(m)> m 2 \¤ \ K^>
(19)
and
Maximize
X
m2Kn\¤
z(m)s(m)
subject to s([) · *Kn\¤N[\¤([) = *([ [N [ \¤)¡ *(N [ \¤)> [ 2 2
Kn\¤ >
x(m) · s(m) · x(m)> m 2 K^ n \¤>
o(m) · s(m) · x(m)> m 2 (K n \¤) n (K^ n \¤)=
(20)
The …rst of these subproblems corresponds to Problem (LPR), and in that problem the
values of components s(m)> m 2 \¤nK^, are …xed to their lower bounds. The second subproblem
corresponds to Problem (LPC), and in that problem the values of components s(m)> m 2 K^n\¤,
are …xed to their upper bounds.
We denote these subproblems by LP(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) and LP(K n \¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2),
respectively, where the vectors l1>u1 2 R\¤ and l2>u2 2 RKn\¤ , and the updated sets of the
…xed variables I1 and I2 are given by
o1(m) = o(m)> m 2 \¤> x1(m) =
½
o(m)> m 2 \¤ n K^>
x(m)> m 2 \¤ \ K^>
I1 = \¤ n K^> (21)
o2(m) =
½
x(m)> m 2 K^ n \¤>
o(m)> m 2 K n (\¤ [ K^)>
x2(m) = x(m)> m 2 K n \¤> I2 = (K^ [ (K \ I )) n \¤= (22)
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Notice that Problem LP(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) inherits the set of …xed variables \¤ \ I from
the problem of a higher level, and additionally the variables of set \¤ n K^ become …xed.
However, since K^ contains only non-…xed variables, we deduce that \¤ n K^ ¶ \¤ \I , so that
the complete description of the set I1 of …xed variables in Problem LP(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) is
given by \¤ n K^.
Problem LP(\¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2) inherits the set of …xed variables (K n \¤) \ I from
the problem of a higher level, and additionally the variables of set K^ n \¤ become …xed.
These two sets are disjoint. Thus, the complete description of the set I2 of …xed variables
in Problem LP(\¤> I2>N> l2>u2) is given by (K^ [ (K \ I )) n \¤=
Without going into implementation details, we now give a formal description of the recur-
sive procedure, that takes Remark 1 into account. For the current Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u),
we compute optimal solutions p1 2 R
\¤ and p2 2 RKn\¤ of the two subproblems by calling
procedures Decomp(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) and Decomp(K n \¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2). By Theo-
rem 3, the direct sum p¤ = p1 © p2 is an optimal solution of Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u),
which is the output of the Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u).
Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u)
Step 1. If jK n I j = 0, then output the vector p¤ = u 2 RK and return.
If jK n I j = 1 and K n I = fm0g, then compute the value ~*KN(fm0g), and output the
vector p¤ given by (17) and return.
Step 2. Select a heavy-element subset K^ of K n I with respect to w, and determine an
instrumental set \¤ µ K for set K^, satisfying (18).
Step 3. De…ne the vectors l1>u1 2 R\¤ and set I1 by (21).
Call Procedure Decomp(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) to obtain an optimal solution p1 2 R\¤ of
Problem LP(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1).
Step 4. De…ne the vectors l2>u2 2 RKn\¤ and set I2 by (22).
Call Procedure Decomp(K n \¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2) to obtain an optimal solution p2 2
R
Kn\¤ of Problem LP(K n \¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2).
Step 5. Output the direct sum p¤ = p1 © p2 2 R
K and return.
Recall that the original Problem (LP) is solved by calling Procedure De-
comp(Q> ;> ;>p>p). Its actual running time depends on the choice of a heavy-element subset
K^ in Step 2 and on the time complexity of …nding set \¤.
To reduce the depth of recursion of the procedure, it makes sense to perform decom-
position in such a way that the number of non-…xed variables in each of the two emerging
subproblems is roughly a half of j = jK nI j, the number of non-…xed variables in the current
Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u).
Lemma 3 If at each level of recursion of Procedure Decomp for Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u)
with j = jK nI j A 1 a heavy-element subset K^ µ K nI in Step 2 is chosen to contain dj@2e
non-…xed variables, then the number of non-…xed variables in each of the two subproblems
that emerge as a result of decomposition is either dj@2e or bj@2c.
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Proof: In Step 2 of Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u) select a heavy-element subset K^ ½
KnI that contains dj@2e non-…xed variables, i.e., jK^j = dj@2e. Then, the number of the non-
…xed variables in Problem LP(\¤> I1>N> l1>u1) considered in Step 3 satis…es j\¤ \ K^j ·
§j
2
¨
.
Due to (22), the number of non-…xed variables in Problem LP(K n \¤> I2>N [ \¤> l2>u2)
considered in Step 4 satis…es
jK n (K^ [ I [ \¤)j · jK n K^j =
jj
2
k
=
This lemma implies that the overall depth of recursion of Procedure Decomp applied to
the initial Problem LP(Q> ;> ;>p>p) is R(logq).
4.3 Finding an Instrumental Set
In each iteration of Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u), for the current heavy-element set K^
we need to …nd an instrumental set \¤ de…ned by (13) with [ = K^, which determines the
pair of problems into which the current problem is decomposed.
Most of the presented reasoning holds for any subset of K. Throughout this subsection
[ µ K denotes an arbitrary set.
Formally speaking, for a given set [, the instrumental set \¤ can be found by minimizing
the submodular function *KN(\ )+x([ n\ )¡ o(\ n[) over all subsets \ of set K. Thus, \¤
can be computed in polynomial time by using any of the available algorithms for minimizing a
submodular function, see, e.g., Schrijver (2000) or Iwata et al. (2001). However, the running
time of known algorithms is fairly large.
In many special cases of Problem (LP), including those related to scheduling applications,
the value ~*([) can be computed more e¢ciently without a direct use of the submodular
function minimization; see, e.g., Shioura et al. (2013) or Shioura et al. (2014), where we
present algorithms for minimizing functions similar to *KN(\ ) + x([ n \ ) ¡ o(\ n [) that
arise in solving scheduling problems with controllable processing times on parallel machines
by submodular methods. In this paper, we describe another, rather universal approach, that
is based on the following statement.
Theorem 4 (cf. (Fujishige, 2005, Corollary 3.4)) For a submodular system (2K > *)
and a vector b 2 RK , the equality
min
\ 22K
f*(\ ) + e(K n \ )g = maxfs(K) j p 2 S (*)> p · bg
holds. In particular, if * is a polymatroid rank function and b ¸ 0, then the right-hand side
is equal to maxfs(K) j p 2 S (*)> 0 · p · bg.
Given Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) of the form (15), for a set [ µ K de…ne the vector
b 2 RK by
e(m) =
½
x(m)> if m 2 [>
o(m)> if m 2 K n[= (23)
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Starting from (16), for a set [ µ K transform
~*KN([) = min\ 22Kf*
K
N(\ ) + x([ n \ )¡ o(\ n[)g
= ¡o(K n[) + min
\ 22K
f*KN(\ ) + x([ n \ )¡ o(\ n[) + o(K n[)g
= ¡o(K n[) + min
\ 22K
f*KN(\ ) + x([ n \ ) + o((K n[) n \ )g
= ¡o(K n[) + min
\ 22K
f*KN(\ ) + e(K n \ )g=
Since ¡o(K n[) is a constant, in order to …nd an instrumental set \¤ that de…nes ~*KN([)
it su¢ces to …nd the set-minimizer for min\ 22Kf*KN(\ ) + e(K n \ )g, where the values e (m)
depend on[, as seen from (23). By Theorem 4, the latter minimization problem is equivalent
to the following auxiliary problem:
(AuxLP) : Maximize
X
m2K
t(m)
subject to t(\ ) · *KN(\ )> \ 2 2K ;
0 · t(m) · e(m)> m 2 K>
(24)
The following property is useful.
Lemma 4 For a set [ µ K, let q¤ 2 RK be an optimal solution to the auxiliary linear
program (24). Then a set \¤ is the required instrumental set for Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u)
of the form (15) with [ µ K if and only if
t¤(\¤) = *KN(\¤); t¤(m) = e(m)> m 2 K n \¤>
where the values e (m) are de…ned with respect to [.
Proof: By Theorem 4, \¤ is the set-minimizer for min\ 22Kf*KN(\ ) + e(K n \ )g if and only
if
*KN(\¤) + e(K n \¤) = t¤(K) = t¤(\¤) + t¤(K n \¤)=
Since vector q¤ 2 RK is a feasible solution to the auxiliary linear program (24), we have
t¤(\¤) · *KN(\¤); t¤(m) · e(m)> m 2 K n \¤=
Hence, \¤ is an instrumental set for set [ if and only if each inequality displayed above holds
as equality.
Notice that Lemma 4 holds for any set [ µ K, but in a particular iteration of Proce-
dure Decomp the search for an instrumental set is performed for the current heavy-element
set K^.
Lemma 4 implies that once an optimal solution q¤ 2 R
K to the auxiliary LP problem
(24) is obtained, a required set \¤ can be found by partitioning the ground set K into two
sets \¤ and K n \¤ so that t¤(\¤) = *KN(\¤) and t¤(m) = e(m) for m 2 K n \¤.
Observe that Problem (AuxLP) has a structure similar to that of Problem (LP); in fact,
for K = Q Problem (AuxLP) is a special case of Problem (LP) with the following points of
di¤erence:
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(i) the objective function is the sum of the decision variables, with all weights z(m) equal
to 1;
(ii) each decision variable has no lower bound (or zero lower bound if in Problem (LP) * is
a non-negative rank function).
As follows from Lemma 4, for given Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) of the form (15), in order
to …nd an instrumental set \¤ for a chosen heavy-element set K^, we may …nd an optimal
solution q¤ 2 RK of Problem (AuxLP), in which the values e (m) are de…ned by (23) with
respect to [ = K^, and then partition the original set K into two sets \¤ and K n \¤ such
that
t(\¤) = *KN(\¤); t¤(m) = e(m)> m 2 K n \¤= (25)
In scheduling applications, solving Problem (AuxLP) can be understood as solving a
relaxed version of the initial problem to minimize the total compression cost, in which the
unit compression costs are all equal and the processing times have only upper bounds. This is
illustrated for problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) in Section 5.
5 Solving Single Machine Problem via Decomposition
As demonstrated in Section 3, problem
1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j
X
z(m){(m)
can be reformulated as Problem (LP) with a non-negative rank function * = *1 given by
(3). Section 4 presents a generic recursive decomposition Procedure Decomp for solving
Problem (LP). In order to adapt that procedure for solving Problem (LP) related to problem
1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡ {(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) we only need to present implemen-
tation details of Steps 2-4 of a typical iteration of Procedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u).
We start our consideration with Step 2, in which an instrumental set \¤ has to be found.
Given Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) of the form (15), for simplicity of exposition, de…ne # = *KN .
For a set [ of jobs, a meaningful interpretation of #([) is the total length of the time
intervals originally available for processing the jobs of set [ [ N after the intervals for
processing the jobs of set N have been completely used up. Renumber the jobs of set K by
the integers 1> 2> = = = > k in non-increasing order of their release dates, i.e.,
u(1) ¸ u(2) ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ u(k); (26)
additionally, we assume that if u(m) = u(m + 1) for some m 2 K then g(m) · g(m + 1) holds.
Recall that in Section 2, we have introduced a set L of  time intervals initially available
for processing the jobs of set Q . Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) corresponds to a single machine
scheduling problem in which the jobs of set N have already been scheduled, and the jobs of
set K must be scheduled in the remaining available time intervals. Denote the set of these
available intervals by LD, and assume that it consists of the intervals
[(1)¡1> (1)]> [(2)¡1> (2)]> = = = > [()¡1> ()]>
where 1 · (1) ? (2) ? ¢ ¢ ¢ ? () · k. Comparing the sets L and LD, we see that the
machine is busy during the intervals
[min
m2K
u(m)> (1)¡1]> [(1)> (2)¡1]> [(2)> (3)¡1]> = = = > [(¡1)> ()¡1]> [()>maxm2K g(m)]=
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We denote the set of these busy intervals by LE.
Select a heavy-element set K^ and de…ne the values e(m) by (23) applied to [ = K^. Our
goal is to …nd an instrumental set \¤ for set K^. As described in Section 4.3, for this purpose
we may solve the auxiliary Problem (ULP)
(ULP) : Maximize
X
m2K
t(m)
subject to t([) · #([)> [ 2 2K >
0 · t(m) · e(m)> m 2 K>
(27)
Problem (ULP) can be seen as a version of a scheduling problem 1ju(m)> t(m) = e(m) ¡
{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jP{(m), in which it is required to determine the actual processing
times t(m) of jobs of set K to maximize the total (unweighted) actual processing time,
provided that these jobs can only be processed in the intervals of set LD, and 0 · t(m) · e(m)
for each m 2 K. Each job m 2 K should be assigned an actual processing time t(m), where
0 · t(m) · e(m), so that all jobs are scheduled within the  intervals of set LD, no job
m is scheduled outside the interval [u(m)> g(m)] and the total processing time Pm2K t(m) is
maximized. No confusion arises if we speak about an LP problem (27) using its scheduling
interpretation.
Problem (27) is related to the problem of minimizing the total (unweighted) compression
with zero lower bounds on actual processing times. It can be solved by algorithms developed
by Hochbam and Shamir (1990) and Shih et al. (1991). In particular, the algorithm by
Hochbam and Shamir (1990) uses the UNION-FIND technique and guarantees that the
actual processing times of all jobs and the corresponding optimal schedule are found in R(k)
time, provided that the jobs are numbered in accordance with (26). The algorithm is based
on the latest-release-date-…rst rule. Informally, the jobs are taken one by one in the order
of their numbering and scheduled in a “backwards” manner: each job m 2 K is placed into
the current partial schedule to …ll the available time intervals consecutively, from right to
left, starting from the right-most available interval. The assignment of a job m is complete
either if its actual processing time t(m) reaches its upper bound e(m) or if no available interval
within the interval [u(m)> g(m)] is left (recall that the intervals of set LE are seen as busy).
For our purposes, however, we not only need the optimal values t¤(m) of the processing
times, but also a set of jobs \¤ µ K such that
t¤(\¤) = #(\¤)> t¤(m) = e(m)> m 2 K n \¤= (28)
We call a set \ ¤ that satis…es t¤(\¤) = #(\¤) in (28) tight. In scheduling terms, for Prob-
lem (ULP) the jobs of a tight set completely use all intervals available for their processing.
A job that belongs to some tight set is called critical. The length of a critical job cannot be
extended (even ignoring its upper bound) without compromising feasibility of the schedule.
If a job m is not critical, then the job does not use the whole interval even if its processing
time is fully extended (and could have been extended further if we had ignored the upper
bound e(m)).
Only a slight modi…cation of the Hochbaum-Shamir algorithm, which does not a¤ect its
linear running time, leads to …nding the required tight set \¤. In the description of the
algorithm the jobs are assumed to be numbered in accordance with (26).
For a schedule that is feasible for Problem (ULP) under consideration, an interval during
which the machine is permanently busy, possibly including the intervals from LE, is called a
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block. Recall that a schedule delivered by the Hochbaum-Shamir algorithm can be seen as a
collection of blocks separated by idle intervals.
Algorithm HSY
Step 1. Set \ 0¤ := ?=
Step 2. For each job n from 1 to k do
(a) Schedule job n in accordance with the algorithm by Hochbam and Shamir (1990).
(b) If in the current schedule the interval [u(n)> g(n)] has no idle time, then …nd a block
En in which job n completes and determine the set \ n of all jobs that complete in
the same block; de…ne \ n¤ := \ n¡1¤ [\ n= Otherwise (i.e., if in the current schedule
the interval [u(n)> g(n)] has an idle time), de…ne \ n¤ := \ n¡1¤ =
Step 3. Output \¤ := \ k¤ and stop.
In what follows we formulate the statements that show that Algorithm HSY …nds the set
\¤ correctly. Each lemma below is applied to schedule Vn, which is the schedule found in
Step 2(a) for the jobs 1> = = = > n.
Lemma 5 In schedule Vn any job m · n starts and …nishes in one block.
Proof: Suppose [w1> w2] and [w3> w4] > where w1 ? w2 ? w3 ? w4, are two consecutive blocks in Vn
such that job m> m · n> is processed in each of these blocks. Due to the feasibility of schedule
Vn> we have that u(m) ? w2 ? w3 ? g(m), i.e., the interval [w2> w3] could be used for processing
job m, but is left idle. This contradicts to the way the Hochbaum-Shamir algorithm operates.
Lemma 6 If the interval [u(n)> g(n)] has no idle time in schedule Vn, then \ n is a tight set.
Proof: Lemma 5 implies that in Step 2(b) of Algorithm HSY, \ n is the set of jobs that
start and complete in block En. Since job n has the smallest release date among all jobs in
schedule Vn and the interval [u(n)> g(n)] has no idle time, it follows that block En contains
the interval L^ = [u(n)> w], where w = max
©
g(m)jm 2 \ n
ª
. Let  denote the total length of all
intervals of set LE within the interval L^. Then t¤(\ n) = w ¡ u(n) ¡ . On the other hand,
no job of set \ n can start before time u(n), complete after time w and be assigned to the
intervals of set LE, so that #(\ n) = w¡ u(n)¡ . Thus, t¤(\ n) = #(\ n).
Note that the set \¤ which is output in Step 3 is given as the union of sets \ 1> \ 2> = = = > \ k,
and each \ n (n = 1> 2> = = = > k) is a tight set by Lemma 6. Since the union of tight sets is again
a tight set, the equality t¤(\¤) = #(\¤) holds .
For n 2 K, if [u(n)> g(n)] has no idle time in Vn, then n is included in \ n, and therefore
n 2 \ n µ \¤ holds. Hence, if n 2 K n \¤, then [u(n)> g(n)] has idle time in Vn, implying
that t¤(n) = e(n). Thus, set \¤ found by the algorithm satis…es the condition (28). This
guarantees that Algorithm HSY is correct, and set \¤ is the required instrumental set due
to Lemma 4.
Recall that the Hochbaum-Shamir algorithm manipulates the intervals of machine avail-
ability organized in sets of contiguous intervals. In particular, it uses the FIND function to
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determine the set that contains any given original interval by retrieving the …rst interval in
that set. Moreover, it uses the procedure UNION to merge two sets of intervals into a new
set. Since the Hochbaum-Shamir algorithm actually determines the length of processing of
each job n in the original intervals of availability, the required block En (the set of intervals
that contains the latest interval for processing job n) will be found (see Step 2(b)). To be
able to determine the set \ n of the jobs in block En, we assume that for each block (or a
set of intervals) the list of jobs assigned to be processed in this block is maintained. Once
the jobs of set \ n are added to set \ n¤ , the corresponding block together with its list of jobs
is deleted. When two sets of intervals merge (a larger block is formed), the corresponding
lists of jobs are linked. Thus, the running time of the original algorithm by Hochbaum and
Shamir is not a¤ected.
Thus, we have proved that Algorithm HSY solves Problem (ULP) of the form (27) by
scheduling k jobs of set K in the  intervals of set LD and …nds the corresponding set \¤ that
satis…es (28) in R(k+ ) time. By Lemma 4, the found set \¤ is an instrumental set.
Now we describe how Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u) is decomposed in Steps 3 and 4 of Pro-
cedure Decomp(K>I>N> l>u), provided that a heavy-element subset K^ is selected and the
corresponding instrumental set \¤ is found. Determine
L 0 = f[n¡1> n] j n 2 ¡(m) for some m 2 \¤g>
where ¡(m) is de…ned by (2). For problem (19) of processing the jobs of set \¤, we update
LD := L 0 and let 1 = jL 0j. For problem (20) of processing the jobs of set K n \¤> we update
LD := LD n L 0 and let 2 =  ¡ 1. The other required updates are carried out in accordance
with (21) and (22).
Now we pass to analyzing the time complexity of the algorithm. Recall that the release
dates and deadlines are assumed sorted, which requires R(q logq).
Let us estimate the running time of Procedure Decomp applied to Problem
LP(K>I>N> l>u). We denote by WLP(k> j> ) the time complexity of Procedure De-
comp(K>I>N> l>u), where
k = jKj> j = jK n I j>  = jLDj=
Let W\¤(k> j> ) denote the running time for computing the value e*KN(K^) for a given set K^ µ K
and for …nding the corresponding instrumental set \¤. From the discussion above, we have
W\¤(k> j> ) = R(k+). In Steps 3 and 4, ProcedureDecomp splits Problem LP(K>I>N> l>u)
into two subproblems: one with k1 variables, among which j1 variables are non-…xed, and
1 available intervals, and the other subproblem with k2 = k¡k1 variables, among which j2
variables are non-…xed, and 2 available intervals. By Lemma 3, we have
j1 · minfk1> dj@2eg> j2 · minfk2> bj@2cg=
The required heavy-element set can be found in R(k) time by using a linear-time median-
…nding algorithm.
Then, we obtain a recursive equation
WLP(k> j> ) =
8<
:
R(1)> if j = 0>
R(k+ )> if j = 1>
R(k+ ) + WLP(k1> j1> 1) + WLP(k2> j2> 2)> if j A 1=
(29)
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Initially, we have k = q, j = q, and  = 2q. Hence, the overall running time of the
decomposition algorithm is de…ned by WLP(q> q> 2q). Taking into account that the depth of
the recursion is R(logq), we deduce from the recursive equation that
WLP(q> q> 2q) = R(q logq)=
Theorem 5 Problem 1ju(m)> s(m) = s(m)¡{(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)jPz(m){(m) can be solved
by the decomposition algorithm in R(q logq) time.
Notice that the running time of R(q logq) is the best possible and matches the time
required for solving the feasibility problem 1ju(m)> spwq>F(m) · g(m)j±.
6 Conclusions
It has been known that for scheduling problems on parallel machines with controllable
processing times, the running time of an algorithm that minimizes the total compression
cost matches that needed for checking the existence of a feasible schedule with …xed process-
ing times: R
¡
q3
¢
for identical parallel machines and R
¡
pq3
¢
for uniform parallel machines.
In this paper, we give an R(q logq)-time algorithm for solving a single-machine scheduling
problem with controllable processing times to minimize the total compression cost, thereby
removing the complexity gap between the earlier known running times for this problem and
its feasibility counterpart with …xed processing times. Moreover, this running time cannot
be further reduced.
In order to achieve the best possible running time for the single machine model with
controllable processing times, we use a submodular optimization approach, whose power
has been demonstrated in our earlier work. Here, we develop a decomposition algorithm
for solving an LP problem over a submodular polyhedron intersected with a box. This
algorithm contributes to a toolkit of submodular optimization techniques and can be applied
to problems from other areas that allow an appropriate submodular reformulation.
An important feature of the algorithm described in this paper is that the search for an
instrumental set that is required for performing a decomposition step relies on solving an
auxiliary problem; see Sections 4.3 and 5. In our recent paper Shioura et al. (2014) we use
the decomposition algorithm to develop improved solution methods for three more scheduling
problems with controllable processing times; however, in that paper we use di¤erent principles
for …nding an instrumental set.
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